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November 2005, cards for KLINGON BORDER: Federation 1-CA, 2-DN, 3-Old CL, 4-FF, 5-BCG-Kirov; Klingon 6-D7, 9-D6, 10-C7, 7-C8, 8-F5; 11 Kzinti BC, 12 Kzinti FF; 14-Tholian PC, 130Orion CR, 15-Freighters, 16-Planet Killer. All have copyrights 2005.

Reprints: Klingon C7 Corrected, Freighters; Marked 2006.


July 2006, Ships for BOOSTERS 7-8-9: Federation NCC, Gorn CC, Romulan KRC, NovaHawk. All have copyrights 2006. Reprints of out of stock ships with revisions: Federation CL, FF; Klingon F5, D6; Kzinti FF. All have copyrights 2006. Two copies of Plasma Card, Two copies of Romulan Border reference card (updated DAC)

September 2006, cards for ROMULAN ATTACK Gorn CS, BCH, HDD, BDD, CM, CL, Romulan KC9R, SparrowHawk, FireHawk, Snipe, King Eagle (different from the one in Booster Zero), K5, Federation FFB, CS, Armed Priority Transport, Space Amoeba. All have copyrights 2006.


February 2007, cards for THOLIAN ATTACK: Neo-Tholian NDN, NCA, NCL, NDD, NFF; Tholian Dreadnought, Web Tender; Seltorian DN, CA, CL, DD, FF; Weapons reference card, Base Station, Death Probe. All have copyrights 2007.

March 2007: Cards for BOOSTERS 13-15: Seltorian NCA, Seltorian DNL, Tholian CW (with Disruptors), Tholian CW (with photons), Tholian CC, Tholian CW; All have copyrights 2007. Cards for BATTLESHIPS ATTACK: Federation Mars, Klingon B10; Reprint: Klingon B10 (Reference Card updated DAC); Reprint: Federation BC-Kirov, Federation DN, Klingon C8 (first reprints); Freighters (second reprint). (dated 2007)

JUNE 2007: Ships for Battleships Attack Romulan King Condor, Gorn BB, Kzinti BB, Neo-Tholian BB, Seltorian BW; starbase. All marked copyright 2007. There were empty slots on these sheet which were sold to Ad Astra Games.

JULY 2007: 16 dreadnought variants for Boosters 16, 17, 18. Federation DNH, DNL; Kzinti DNH, DNL, Klingon C5, C10; Neo-Tholian DNH; Tholian DPW; Hydran Regent & Liege; Lyran DNH and DNL, Romulan King Condor and Shrike; Gorn DNH and DNL. All copyright 2007.


September 08: On a sheet with Ad Astra:


December 09, new cards for **Boosters 25-26-27**: B32 Lyran BC, B33 Hydran Lord Marshal, B34 WYN Pocket Battleship, B35 Klingon D5WL, B36 Hydran Iroquois-Fast, B37 Lyran NCC.


June 2010, new cards for **Boosters 28-29-30**: B38 ISC CC, B39 Vudar CC, B40 Andro Dominator, B41 Andro Python.

June 2010, reprints as needed: 42 Gorn Battlecruiser, 15 Large Freighter, 12 Kzinti Frigate, 34 Fed NCC, Master Weapons Cards.


END OF FILE